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What is a musical?



Musicals

• Musicals that we hear today started 1920’s

• Broadway, famous street in New York

• London’s West End

• Orchestras accompany singers and provide incidental 
(background) music

• Generally written in the style of popular music at the 
time

• Early musicals influenced by jazz and swing

• Musicals from 1970’s – used rock music



What would you expect to hear in a generic musical song?

D R S M I T T H



Characteristics Of a Song from a Musical

1. Songs usually build energy as they proceed.
Q: How might they do this ?

2. A songs chord progression should proceed from fragile to strong.
Q: What does this mean?

3. Harmonic Rhythm = how long you play a chord before changing it. Most songs keep a 
pattern until you want to create a different purpose
Q: When might you change the harmonic rhythm?

4. A song has a strong relationship between melodic shape, lyrics and chords.
Q: What does this look like ?

5. Q: What do you expect the Chorus to do differently ?

6.Q: What role does tonality play?



• The melodies are easy to sing

• The harmony is diatonic (major/minor)

• The song structure is often simple with alternating verses and 
choruses and a middle 8

Structure

-Intro
-Chorus
-Verse
-Chorus
-Verse
- Middle 8
-Chorus
-Verse
-Chorus
-Verse
-Chorus
-Outro

Chorus 

Chorus often in 32-bar song form broken down into 4 
sections of 8 bars each. 

Section 1, 2 and 4 have the same theme with variations.

Section 3 has a contrasting theme.

The chorus has a hook 

Key 
Features



Solo Character Song

A character sings about how they're feeling – in love, 
full of hate, over the moon with happiness

e.g. 'Maria' from West Side Story



Duet
Duets are basically the same as solo character songs, except 

there are two people singing so you get two different reactions 
to a situation

e.g. 'I know Him So Well' from Chess



Action Song

The words of a song tell you what’s going on 
in the plot and lead you into the next bit of 

the story



Chorus Number

The whole ensemble get together and have a big old 
sing-song. Like at the end of Grease.

e.g. 'We Go Together' from Grease



https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=_T0ME

2xrP2g

0:32-0:56

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_T0ME2xrP2g




Evolution from 
Opera

Musical theatre is a lighter, 
more modern version of opera

The styles of song developed 
from opera

Solos = arias

Action songs = recitative



Opera

o A story set to music with acting and singing

o Divided into 3 parts (acts)

o Sung-through (every word is sung)

o The words are known as 'libretto'



Types of Opera Song

❖ Aria – a solo vocal piece, emotional, challenging, 
memorable, exciting tunes

❖Recitative – a solo vocal piece, rhythm of the 
words tends to imitate the rhythm of normal 
speech

❖Chorus – the whole ensemble sings together, 
usually written for SATB



A religious version of an opera



Listening Q's

1) What type of larger work does this piece from 
from? Opera Oratorio Mass Musical

2) Explain how Handel creates a positive, joyful 
mood

3) This piece is for an SATB choir. In which order to 
the first three voices enter for the phrase "shall be 
revealed"?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6z_tFJosT3k

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6z_tFJosT3k

